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This invention relates to toys and puzzles, and 
more particularly to interlockable toy blocks. 
The primary object of our invention is to gen 

erally improve blocks, particularly toy blocks 
which may be used for structural building pur 
poses, or as a puzzle. It has already been sug 
gested to make blocks with inter?tting or inter 
locking parts, such as mortises and tenons. One 
object of the present invention is to greatly im 
prove blocks of this general character, and par 
ticularly to provide a block of increased versa 
tility and adaptability for the making of a va 
riety of structures. A more speci?c object is 
to provide improved blocks which are adapted, 
among other things, for making simulated build 
ings, particularly tall buildings or so-called sky 
scrapers. 
To the accomplishment of the foregoing and 

such other objects as will hereinafter appear, 
our invention consists in the block elements and 
their relation one to the other as hereinafter are 
more particularly described in the speci?cation 
and sought‘ to be de?ned in the claims. The 
speci?cation is accompanied by drawings, in 
which: ; 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a basic block or unit of 
U shape; . 

Fig. 2 is a front elevation of the same; 
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the same; 
Fig. 4 is a perspective view of a multiple U 

unit; ' 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a half U unit; 
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a half H unit; 
Fig. 7 is a perspective view of an H unit; 
Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a double H unit; 
Fig. 9 is a perspective view of another multiple 

H unit; 
Fig. 10 is a perspective view of a block corre 

sponding to three and one-half U units, or to an 
H unit, and one and one-half U units; ' 

Fig. 11 is a perspective view of a block corre 
sponding to two H and one U units; 

Fig. 12 is a perspective view of a block corre— 
sponding to two U and two half U units; 

Fig. 13 is a perspective view of a block corre 
sponding to two U and two half U units differ 
ently arranged; 

Fig. 14 is a perspective view of an arch block 
with mortises and tenons at its ends; 
Fig. 15 is a perspective view of an arch block 

with tenons at its ends; - 
Fig. 16 is a perspective view illustrating how 

the blocks may be put together to form a con 
tinuous surface; 
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Fig. 17 is a perspective view showing how blocks 
may be joined end to end by a U unit; 

Fig. 18 is a perspective view illustrating how‘ 
blocks may be joined in superposition by an H 
unit; . 

Fig. 19 is a perspective view showing how a 
multiple U unit may be interlocked with a mul 
tiple H unit; ' - I. . 

Fig. 20 is a perspective view showing how mul 
tiple H units may be connected by a T connec 
tion to form a corner; \ 

Fig. 21 is a perspective View showing how four 
multiple H units may be joined by two multiple 
H units and one multiple U unit; 

Fig'. 22 illustrates’ one form of simulated toy 
building which may be made with our improved 

. blocks; 
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Fig. 23 is a perspective view showing another 
form of tall building made with our improved 
blocks; ' 

Fig. 24 illustrates a comparatively low build 
ing made with our blocks; 

Fig. 25 illustrates a block which may be used 
as a corner connection block; 

Fig. 26 shows another way in which the blocks 
may be interlocked; , 

Fig. 27 illustrates one form of block corre 
sponding to U units arranged in perpendicular 
relation; ' 

Fig. 28 is another block corresponding to U 
units arranged in perpendicular relation; and 

1 Figs. 29-31 show how the blocks may be assem 
bled to represent letters or numbers. 
Referring to the drawings, and more particu 

larly Figs. 1 and 2, the basic block or unit of 
our invention comprises a single piece of mate 
rial of approximate U shape. The block is most 
commonly made of Wood, but it may also be 
made of a molded plastic, ply wood, cardboard, 
or other suitable material. The block comprises 
a body l2 having tenons l4 projecting trans 
versely at the ends thereof and forming a mor 
tise l6 therebetween. The mortise l6 has a 
width half the width of the body l2, and the 
tenons I4 have a width half the width of the 
mortise I 6. The height of the body I2 is equal 
to the height of the mortise l6 or/and the tenons 
l4. The thickness of the blockis equal to the 
width of the mortise. In other words, the mor 
tise space is a cube. Two tenons arranged side 
by side will equal a mortise space, and will also 
constitute a cube. In Figs. 1 and 2, the dimen 
sion a is one-half of the dimension b, and the 
dimension D is one-half of the dimensionvc. 
The resulting block, which for convenience we 
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shall term a U unit, is most clearly shown in 
Fig. 3. 

Additional blocks may be made up as multiples 
of the basic U unit. Thus, in Fig. 4, we show a 
multiple U unit made up of two U units disposed 
edge to edge. This may, if desired, be referred 
to as an E unit. In Fig. 7, we show a block hav 
ing the con?guration of two U units arranged 
back to back or pointed in opposite direction. 
This may be referred to as an H unit. It will be 
understood that in the E unit, the body ll of 
the unit has the same height and thickness as in 
the U unit, but twice the length, whereas in the 
H unit the body l9 has the same length and 

- thickness, but twice the height of the body in the 
U unit. In the E unit, the tenon I8 has twice the 
width of the tenons H. In the H unit, the tenons 
are all the same size as in the U unit. 
In Fig. 8, we illustrate a multiple block having 

the con?guration of two H units disposed edge to -' 
edge. In Fig. 9, the block has the con?guration 
of three H units disposed edge to edge. It will 
be understood that in Figs. 4, 8, and 9, the mor 
tises have the same dimension as in the basic 
U unit, and the end tenons have the same di- - - 
mension as in the basic U unit, whereas the in 
termediate tenons have twice the width of the 
end tenons or are cubical in con?guration. 
The block of Fig. 5 is one-half of a U unit, 

the U being bisected vertically. The block of 
Fig. 6 consists of two half U units disposed back 
to back, or one H unit bisected vertically. These 
fractional blocks are sometimes valuable for ?ll 
ing an end gap or space caused when assembling 
a plurality of the other or main blocks. 

Special combinations of the H, U, and half 
units may also be used in making additional 
blocks. Thus, in Fig. 10 the block there shown 
corresponds to an H unit, a U unit, and a half U 
unit or, di?erently expressed, it corresponds to 
three and one-half U units. The block of Fig. 11 

I has a con?guration corresponding to two and 
one half H units, or two H units and a U unit, 
or ?ve U units. The block shown in Fig. 12 has a 
con?guration corresponding to two units and two - 
half units with the latter arranged edge to edge 
at the center of the block. The block of Fig. 13 
corresponds to two U and two half U units with 
the latter disposed at the ends of the block. 
For the purpose of variety in creating struc- » 

tures utilizing the blocks, it is also possible to 
provide special blocks simulating particular struc 
tural elements such as an arch. Thus, in Fig. 14, 
the block comprises- an arch provided with mor 
tises and tenons at its ends. The height and 
thickness of the block is preferably made equal to 
the height of a regular H unit. The mortises 
and tenons are dimensioned as in the regular 
blocks. 
The arch block shown in Fig. '15 di?ers pri 

marily in reducing the height of the body inter 
mediate the ends so as to leave only tenons at 
the ends. Here again, the over-all height and 
thickness of the block correspond to that of a 
regular H unit. The tenons correspond to those 
of a U unit. In both Figs. 14 and 15, the 
length is so selected as to mate with the regular 
blocks, that is, the spacing between the tenons 
corresponds to a suitable desired multiple of the 
spacing in the U and H units. 
Referring now to Fig. 16, it will be seen that 

the multiple H units may be assembled together 
or interlocked to form a continuous surface. The 
staggered relation of the blocks, which manifests 
itself at the ends, may, if desired, be ?lled out 
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by the use of appropriate half units such as the 
half H unit shown at 20. 

Fig. 17 illustrates how U, H, multiple U, or 
multiple H units may be joined end to end by 
means of a U unit. In the speci?c case illus 
trated, two multiple H units 22 and 24 are joined 
end to end by a single U unit 26, the latter being 
slid over the adjacent tenons 28 and 3. of the 
multiple H units. 

Fig. 18 illustrates how U, H, multiple U, or 
multiple H units may be joined in superposition 
by an H unit. Speci?cally, in Fig. 18, the mul 
tiple H units 32 and 34 are joined in superposi 
tion by a single H unit I‘. It will be understood 
that the superposition contemplated in Fig. 18 
diifers from that contemplated in Fig. 16, in that 
in Fig. 18 the tenons are brought end to end, the 
mortise spaces being left open. 

Fig. 19 illustrates how multiple units may be 
interlocked in perpendicular relation. This is 
particularly useful for interlocking the units at 
their ends to form the corner of a building. In 
the speci?c case shown in Fig. 19, a multiple U 
unit 38 has been interlocked with a multiple H 
unit 40. Such an arrangement may be used at 
the bottom of a building to bring the parts to 
a common ?oor level. At successive tiers the 
multiple H units may be used until the top tier 
is reached, at which time another multiple unit 
may be employed to bring the parts to a common 
roof or set-back level. 

If it is of. importance, in any particular case, 
to Join multiple units on a common level instead 
of a staggered level, this may be done by means 
of a special connection block such as that illus 
trated in Fig. 20. In this case, two multiple H 
units 42 and 44 are connected to form a comer 
by' means of connection block 46. The latter is 
an unsymmetrical T-shaped block having the 
standard thickness. It is more clearly shown in 
broken lines at 46', where it is assumed lifted 
from its connecting position. The cross-bar is 
square in section and has a length equal to seven - 
times the dimension 0, or three and one-half 
times the dimension b. The stem is a cube and 
is located an amount equal to three a from one 
end, and two a from the other end. This propor 
tioning of the parts enables it to ?t in the rela 
tion shown in Fig. 20. 
Another block which may be used for the same 

purpose, that is, for a corner connection is shown 
in Fig. 25. This block corresponds to a U unit 
and a half U unit arranged edge to edge. 
In Fig. 21, we illustrate how four multiple units 

may be joined with two double H and a double U 
or E unit. Speci?cally, Fig. 4 illustrates the 
joinder of four multiple H units, but one of these 
has been omitted to more clearly show the con 
necting blocks. Thus, there are multiple H units 
50 and 52 located in superposition, and .two ad 
ditional multiple H units located in superposi 
tion, only the lower one of these being shown at 
54. The pairs of superposed multiple H units are 
located end to end. Multiple H units 50 and 52 
are held in superposition by a double H unit 
56. Multiple H unit 54 and its superposed mul 
tiple H unit are held in superposition by a double 
H unit 58. The resulting superposed pairs of 
multiple H units are held in end to end relation 
by the double U or E unit 60. which is interlocked 
with the inner or concealed parts of the double 
H imits 56 and 58. A similar result may be ob 
tained by using single H units at 5‘ and 58, and 
using one or more U units in horizontal posi 
tion as shown in Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 22 illustrates a simulated tall building of 

set-back construction, constructed with the blocks 
here illustrated. The illustration assumes the 
eye level at the bottom of the toy building. The ' 
building is made up, for the most part, of mul 
tiple H blocks disposed horizontally. The window 
spaces are formed by the superposed mortises. 
The ridges 62, 64, 06, 00, etc. at the various cor 
ners of the building are formed by the exposed 
ends of multiple H blocks interlocked in perpen 
dicular relation, as shown in Fig. 19. The en 
trance has been formed by omitting a block. 
Another example of a simulated skyscraper 

building made by means of our blocks is illus 
trated in Fig. 23. The tower portion ‘I0 is made 
up, for the most part, of triple H blocks disposed‘ 
horizontally. The center mortises form the win 
dows, while the end mortises are used to inter 
lock the blocks in perpendicular relation. The 
ends of the blocks form the exposed ridges ‘I2, 
‘I4, ‘I6, ‘I8. The lower tower portion 30 is formed, 
for the most part, of horizontally disposed mul 
tiple H blocks which are ?ve His in length. The 
three center mortises form the three vertical lines 
of windows, while the end mortises are used to - 
interlock the blocks. When referring to multiple 
H blocks of a certain length, it will be understood 
that these may be assembled from blocks of 
shorter length. Thus a ?ve H block may be made 
of a two H block and a three H block arranged 
end to end. This is not important with short 
lengths, but becomes signi?cant when longer 
lengths are required. ' 
The lower portion of the building is made up 

of a number of different wings or sections. The 
portion 82 is directly beneath the tower 80. The 
portion 82 is ?anked by wings generally desig 
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nated 84 and 86. The wings are themselves made ' 
up of superposed multiple H blocks. At appro 
priate points, multiple U blocks are used as, for 
example, at 83 and 90 ,at the bottom of the build 
ing, 92 at the top of wing 86, 94 at the top of 
tower 80, and 96 at the top of tower ‘I0. The 
transverse member 93 at the top of tower ‘I0 is 
also a multiple U block, while the pinnacle I00 
is a single H block, the lower end of which strad 
dles the block 98. 
For the sake of variety in the window struc 

ture, or where it is desired to provide an especially 
tall cathedral-like window, this may be done by 
omitting some tiers of blocks and inserting some 
plain vertical strips, or some multiple U blocks 
with the tenons turned inwardly where they are 
out of sight. This is illustrated at I02 where 
three long vertical window spaces are provided, 
separated by two vertically disposed strips I04. 
Where two walls lie in the same plane as, for 

example, the walls I 06 and I08, they may be 
joined by superposed H blocks, the exposed edges 
of which form a ridge such as the ridge IIO. Ex 
posed edges of H blocks may similarly be used 
for ornamentation as well as for utilitarian pur 
poses, this being illustrated at H2, H4, I I 6, etc. 
Of course, the use of the blocks need not be 

con?ned to skyscraper structures. In Fig. 24, 
for example, we illustrate a wholly different char 
acter of building made up of our blocks. The 
roof consists of a ridge I20 made up of a number 
of multiple H blocks disposed end to end in hori 
zontal position, and sloping surfaces the forward 
one of which is most clearly shown. This is 
made up of interlocked multiple H blocks joined 
as was described in connection with Fig. 16, to 
form a smooth continuous surface. This is inter 
locked with the ridge I20 and the vertical walls 
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of the building by inserting the tenons and the 
mortises at an angle. The use of half H blocks at 
the ends of the flat surface is illustrated at I22. 
The vertical walls are made of three tiers of 

multiple H blocks, these being Joined by other 
H or multiple H blocks, the exposed ends of which 
are visible at I24. The end walls begin at the 
bottom with multiple U blocks, and multiple H 
blocks are disposed thereabove. The exposed in 
terlocked ends are visible at I26. 1 

It should be understood that the blocks may be 
interlocked by inserting the body portion of one 
block into the mortise of another with all of the, 
tenons pointing in the same direction. instead of 
in opposite direction. Thus, in Fig. 26, three dou 
ble U blocks I30 are mounted on the body or 
continuous edge of a double U block I32. There 
is room for another block like the block I30, thus 
presenting a square ?at top surface. Another 
block, like the block I32, may be. inserted at the 
mortise line I34, the resulting structure simulat 
ing a butcher’s chopping block. However, a more 
common use for continuous blocks presenting a 
?at surface, as here described, is to form the top 
or roo?ng of a building wing, or set-back, or tower. 
As so far described, the multiple blocks con 

sist of unit blocks arranged in a common plane. 
This is not essential. The blocks may be ar 
ranged in perpendicular planes, thus forming 
what may be termed “three dimensional blocks” 
which are useful for connecting other blocks in 
perpendicular planes. A vast number of blocks 
may be designed and made in this way, but we 
are here illustrating only two typical simple ex 
amples. In Fig. 27, the block corresponds to two 
U units, the upper unit being disposed horizon 
tally, and the lower unit being disposed verti— 
cally, with the side of the body of the upper unit 
common to the top of the body of the lower unit. 
In Fig. 28, the block corresponds to two U units 
with the right-hand block arranged horizontally, 
and the left-hand block arranged vertically. The 
ends of the body portions of the two blocks are 
common. It will be understood that words such 
as “top,” “bottom,” “right-hand” and “left-hand” 
are used only for convenience, and that in prac 
tice the blocks may be turned to any desired 
position. 

Figs. 29 through 31 illustrate how the blocks 
heretofore described may be employed in an edu 
cational'way for the formation of letters or num 
bers. In Fig. 29, the letter A is simulated by two 
U units arranged in superposition with the tenons 
pointing downwardly. In Fig. 31, the letter O, or 
the number zero, are represented by two U units 
arranged in superposition with the tenons point 
ing oppositely. In Fig. 30, the number 9 is repre 
sented by two U units, the upper unit having its 
tenons pointing downwardly and the lower unit 
having its tenons pointing sidewardly toward the 
left. 

It is believed that the construction and rela- 
tive proportioning of the partsv of our improved 
blocks, as well as the method of using the same 
and the many advantages thereof, will be ap» 
parent from the foregoing detailed description 
thereof. The quantitative dimension is unim 
portant and may vary widely. \For example, we 
have made sets of blocks using wood one-quarter 
inch in thickness, in which case the tenons have 
a width of one-eighth inch and one-quarter inch. 
The mortises have a width of one-quarter inch. 
The U-shaped unit has a height of one-half inch, 
and the H-shaped unit a height of one inch. 
We have also made blocks using wood having a 
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thickness of three-fourths of aninch. in which 
case the tenons are three-eighths and three 
fourths of an inch in width. The mortises are 
three-fourths of an inch in width. The U-shaped 
unit is one and one-half inches in height, and 
the H-shaped unit is‘ three inches in height. 
These quantitative dimensions are given by way 
of example and not in limitation of the invention. 

It will also be apparent that while we have 
shown and described our blocks in preferred 
forms, many changes and modi?cations may be 
made without departing from the spirit of the 
invention as sought to be de?ned in the following 
claims. In some of the claims, reference is made 
to a block being made of a piece of material, and 
it will be understood that this is not intended to 
exclude multiple pieces of material permanently 
secured together as, for example, the laminations 
oi ply wood. 
' We claim: 

1. A generally U-shaped bloci: element made 
up of a body portion having two tenons projecting 
transversely therefrom and forming a mortise 
therebetween, the mortise having a width halt 
the width of the body and the tenons having a 
width half the width of the mortise. the height 
of the body being equal to the height of the 
mortise or tenons, and the thickness of the body 
and the thickness or the tenons each being equal 
to the width of the mortise, and to the height 
of the body and to the height of the mortise 
andto the height of the tenons. 

2. A block comprising a generally i-i-shaped 
unit having the con?guration of two U-shaped 
units arranged bacir to back, with each of said 
U-shaped units having the proportions set forth 
in claim 1. 

3. A block comprising a generally H-shaped 
,unit made up of a body portion and four tenons, 
two projecting upwardly and two downwardly 
from the body portion, there being a mortise 
formed between each pair of tenons, the mortise 
having a width half the width of the body and 
the tenons having a width half the width of the 
mortise, the height of the body being double the 
height of a mortise or tenon, and the thickness 
of the body being equal to the width of a mortise, 
and to the height of a mortise and to the height 
of a tenon, and to one half the height of the 
body. 

a. A block comprising a piece of material hav 
ing a con?guration corresponding to an assembly 
of a plurality of U-shaped units each having the 
proportions de?ned in claim 1.‘ 

5. A block comprising a piece of material hav- 
ing a con?guration corresponding to an assembly 
of a plurality of U-shaped units arranged edge 
to edge and all pointing in the same direction, 
‘each of said units having the proportions defined 
in claim 1. 
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6. A block made 01' a piece of material having 

a con?guration corresponding to an assembly of 
a plurality of _H-shaped units arranged edge to 
edge, each of said H-shaped units having the 
con?guration of two U-shaped units‘ arranged 
back to back, each of said U-shaped units hav 
ing the proportions de?ned in claim 1. 

'7. A block made of a piece of material having 
a configuration corresponding to an assembly of 
a. plurality of H-shaped units arranged edge to 
edge, each of said H-shaped units having the 
proportions de?ned in claim 3. 

8y A block made of a piece of material having 
a con?guration corresponding to an assembly of 
a plurality of H andv U-shaped units arranged ode 
to edge, each of said H=shaped units correspond 
ing to two U-shaped units arranged back to 
back, and all of said U-shaped units having the 
proportions de?ned in claim 1. 

9. A block made of a piece of material having 
a con?guration corresponding to an assembly of 
a plurality of U-shaped units, some arranged 
back to back and some arranged edge to edge, 
and all having the proportions de?ned in claim 1. 

10. A block made of a piece of material having 
a con?guration corresponding to an assembly of 
a plurality of complete U-shapecl units and frac 
tional or half U-shaped units arranged edge to 
edge, each of said units having the proportions 
set forth in claim 1. . 

ii. A block made of a piece of material having 
a con?guration corresponding to one half of a 
lJ-shaped unit as de?ned in claim 1, the U 
shaped unit being bisected vertically. 

12. A block made of a piece of material having 
a con?guration corresponding to one half of a 
lei-shaped unit as de?ned in claim 3, the H 
shaped unit being bisected vertically. 

13. A toy building block of U shape in which 
each arm has a width at; the thickness of the 
block, the depth and width of the slot each be 
ing 2); and each side of the block being 0; in 
which the dimension 0 is twice the dimension D, 
and the dimension D is twice the dimension (2. 

14. A. single integral toy building block hav 
ing the con?guration of .a plurality of U-shaped 

_ units arranged edge to edge, each U-shaped unit 
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being dimensioned as de?ned in claim l3. 
15. A single integral toy building block having 

the con?guration of a plurality of U-shaped units 
arranged back to back, each U-shaped unit be 
ing dimensioned as de?ned in claim 13. 

16. A single integral toy building block having 
the con?guration of a plurality of U-shaped units 
arranged edge to edge and back to back, each 
U-shaped unit being dimensioned as defined in 
claim 13. 

LUDWIG NAGNUS. 
BERTHOID lW-ZYERHOF. 


